
LOCK

Flip over rider terry base frame and install the rear wheel connecter. see figure A.
Slightly pull the lock latch, refer to figure B
Lift handle of stroller up until you hear a "click", refer to figure C & D. Make sure you hear the click every
time you unfold.
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4. Make sure you hear the click every time you unfold. Also check if the stroller is not folding.
5. Install the rear wheel first and like the picture install the parts plastic pieces 1-2-3 order. See figure E.
Follow the same instruction on the other rear wheel side as well.
Install the front wheel. See figure F. Follow the same instruction on the other front wheel side as well.

How to assemble Rider Terry.



6. Instructions to use brake system: Press down the brake step shown in Figure G.

7. Instructions to use lift assist: When there is an obstacle occurs such as sidewalk that you must go over
please carefully press down on the indicated step system. See Figure H. Please do not press the brake
system as it is another function. Warning: Please make sure you slowly lift to ensure your pet(s) don't get
scared.

Instructions to open Rider Terry: 

Make sure you FULLY unzip the canopy (FULLY opened). 
Slide the lock and firmly press the button on the other side of the handle and lightly bring down the
handle to the ground. See Figure K for reference. 
Once the handle is on the ground make sure the lock is latched on to the frame. Then safely store the
stroller.

Instructions to Fold Rider Terry: 
1.
2.

3.

Unlatch the lock as Figure I then lift up the
handle to its upright position. 
Please check and ensure that the joints
are secure.
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Rider Terry product is for pets only. DO NOT use for other purposes.
The maximum user weight of this stroller is 50KG (110lbs).
To prevent misuse and injurt please corefully read through directions and precautions. If any questio
please reach out to our customer service: 

support@s2fam.com  

WARNING!






